NOLA MOTORSPORTS PARK is a moto-tainment complex, delivering unique experiences in first class, innovative, and desirable spaces.

PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDERS
ACCESS + BENEFITS PACKAGES

- 20 MINUTES FROM THE FRENCH QUARTER
- 750-ACRE VENUE
- 34,000 SQ FT EVENT CENTER
- FIBER + WI-FI WITH VAST BANDWIDTH
- GO-KARTING
- 2.75-MILE ROAD COURSE
- TRACK DAYS
- OVER 40 ACRES OF FULLY DRAINING HARDSCAPE
- PRIVATE GARAGES
- VIP SERVICES
- EXECUTIVE GARAGE MEETING SPACE

NOLA MOTORSPORTS PARK (504) 302-4875 nolamotor.com
CORPORATE PARTNERS
PREFERRED ACCESS
PASS HOLDERS PRIVILEGES:

AUTOMOBILES

DESIGNED FOR THE CORPORATION THAT WANTS TO UTILIZE ALL THAT NOLA MOTORSPORTS PARK HAS TO OFFER AS A SOURCE OF CUSTOMER EVENTS.

ANNUAL DUES ARE GOOD FOR:

> (2) PEOPLE TO RUN ON THE TRACK AS PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDERS

NOLA MOTORSPORTS RECOGNIZES THAT NOT EVERY CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP WILL BE THE SAME. EACH MEMBERSHIP WILL BE DISCUSSED BASED ON INDIVIDUAL NEEDS. THIS IS THE BASE PACKAGE.

> 1 DAY (8 HOURS) TRACK RENTAL PER CALENDAR YEAR

> 3 GUARANTEED PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER TRACK DAYS PER MONTH:
  > 10 GUEST PASSES FOR YOUR GUESTS TO RUN ON THE TRACK WITH A PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER
  > 2-3 HOURS OF TRACK TIME

> (1) CORPORATE KARTING PARTY
  FOR UP TO 10 PEOPLE. (NOLA MINI-GRAND PRIX)

> 10% OFF RETAIL ITEMS IN THE KART FACILITY

> COMPLIMENTARY 1/2-DAY RENTAL OF THE SPEED SHOP MEETING SPACE AND 10% OFF RENTAL RATES FOR MEETING SPACES AND FACILITY USE YEAR-ROUND

> 25% DISCOUNT ON FULL TRACK RENTAL

> (1) NASA RACE SPONSORSHIP INCLUDING POST-RACE SOCIAL SPONSORSHIP

> BRANDING AND SIGNAGE OPPORTUNITIES AT A DISCOUNTED RATE

> CORPORATE DISCOUNT FOR XTREME XPERIENCE

$15,000.00 ONE-TIME INITIATION FEE

$5,000.00 ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE

ADD’L PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDERS: $2,000.00

*ALL RENEWAL AND TRACK SESSION FEES ARE SUBJECT TO LA SALES TAX
INDIVIDUAL PREFERRED ACCESS
PASS HOLDERS PRIVILEGES:
DESIGNED FOR THE PERSON
WHO WANTS TO EXPERIENCE EVERYTHING
NOLA MOTORSPORTS PARK HAS TO OFFER.

AUTOMOBILES

ANNUAL DUES ARE GOOD FOR:
> 3 GUARANTEED PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER
  TRACK DAYS PER MONTH:
> $500.00 PER PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER/
  IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER PER PAD.
  SPOUSES MAY RUN FOR FREE.
> (2) GUEST PASSES PER YEAR
  PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER MUST BE PRESENT
> 3 HOURS OF TRACK TIME
> 20 FREE KARTING HEATS PER YEAR OR
  (1) PRIVATE MINI GRAND PRIX FOR 5 PEOPLE
  (EXCLUDES GT-MAX KARTS)
> 10% OFF RETAIL ITEMS IN THE KART FACILITY
> 4 QUARTERLY SOCIAL EVENTS
> DISCOUNTED RATES FOR XTREME XPERIENCE

$6,500.00 ONE-TIME INITIATION FEE
(PREFERRED ACCESS TRACK DAYS,
1 TRACK DAY LIGHT AND 1 TRACK DAY HEAVY
WILL BE COMPLIMENTARY FOR ONE YEAR)

$1,000.00 ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE
*ALL RENEWAL AND TRACK SESSION FEES ARE SUBJECT TO LA SALES TAX

MOTORCYCLES

> 1 GUARANTEED PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER
  TRACK DAYS PER MONTH:
> $100.00 PER PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER/
  IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER PER PAD.
  SPOUSES MAY RUN FOR FREE.
> 2 GUEST PASSES PER YEAR.
  PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER MUST BE PRESENT
> 3 HOURS OF TRACK TIME
> 10 FREE KARTING HEATS PER YEAR. (EXCLUDES GT-MAX KARTS)
> DISCOUNTED KARTING HEATS YEAR ROUND
> PREFERRED ACCESS PASS HOLDER KART TRACK DAYS
> 3 HOURS OF KART TRACK TIME
> 10% OFF RETAIL ITEMS IN THE KART FACILITY
> 4 QUARTERLY SOCIAL EVENTS
> DISCOUNTED RATES FOR XTREME XPERIENCE

$3,500.00 ONE-TIME INITIATION FEE (PREFERRED ACCESS
NORTH TRACK, KART TRACK DAYS, WIDE OPEN WEDNESDAYS AND OPEN
MOTORCYCLE TRACK DAYS ARE COMPLIMENTARY FOR THE FIRST YEAR.)

$500.00 ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE
*ALL RENEWAL AND TRACK SESSION FEES ARE SUBJECT TO LA SALES TAX